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in the photo at the top of this blog, its the yash mazumder who is writing hold still (the 8th novel in the series) and who is busy in rethinking
the form. there are a few people in the group whose novels are serialised (cathy linh che, troy onyango, karen heino, yash mazumder, k

anina lopez, wendy reinking). the reason i chose to write this blog was because the class, as much as it had philosophical and ethical
threads, was also about the aesthetic, the craft. it was also about ethics and about the humanities. i wanted to reflect on the latter, and

what is it that makes a work of literature a work of literature rather than a product or service, for example, to reference susan sontag. for
me, the question of integrity has as much to do with the fiction writer as it does with the reader. and the problem with integrity is that its an
impossible ideal. what makes this so great is that it forced me to rethink how i write and to write in a more disciplined way, and to write not
just as a product or service to an audience but to myself as a writer. it forced me to write through the eyes of the minor character, which is
where most of my work and writing is. (i wrote a book, someday this pain will be yours, about living with the pain of living with cancer and

how this affected my writing). but it also forced me to write through my own eyes. and to do that, one has to write from the heart. so to
return to the zen buddhist parable i was talking about, if you dont find yourself where you thought you were heading, just keep walking. and

thats how we should keep writing and keep trying to be more authentic in our work. this is the dharmic way. and for me, this is what this
class taught me. this is the dharma of the writer, to write from the heart, from within, and to write a story without compromise or

moralizing.
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in his process, shields also
placed the lyric essay as a

“materialist” genre
because it involves
materials: books,

collections of books,
magazines, newspapers,

maps, cassettes, fliers, old
tickets, internet, print, and
the internet. he considers
the structural lyric as the

most traditional and
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expressive and the hybrid
the most modern. it may

not be obvious from
reading reality hunger, but

shields recognizes the
hybrid form as his

preferred narrative form.
he tells the reader in a
chapter titled “let’s get

personal” in an essay he
published in the paris

review titled “on a
personal life”, “my first

impulse is to write a lyric,
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in which i enter a story
with a subject. but the

story’s not my life story,
it’s the story of a personal

life…”. my personal
experience with him was

mostly through reality
hunger which i read in
2012. i like the idea of

hybrid form because it can
put us in the story and see

through the eyes of the
author. i have the same
impulse when i create a
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list of characters and plot
for my stories. these

characters are real people
with real names and they
live in real homes. there

are things they like, things
they don’t like. there are
things they are good at,
and things they suck at.
they are the people i’m
writing about. and when

i’m writing them, i’m
seeing them through the
eyes of the author. since i
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started writing fanfiction,
the idea of creating

“versions” of my favorite
characters and worlds for
my own pleasure is not
new to me. i’ve been

doing that since i was a
little girl. i love twilight
and i’ve been imagining

what it would be like to be
edward cullen, to fall in

love with bella, to attend
hogwarts, to become a
vampire and live in the
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world of twilight.
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